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Diamond Blade for Construction materials - Segmented

Diamond Blade for Tiles and Stone - Continuous

Diamond Blade Universal - Turbo

Daimond blade for Soft and Hard Tiles - Ultra Thin

Daimond cup wheel

For cutting general building materials: concrete rims and paving slabs, concrete 
blocks and clay bricks, silicates.

For cutting hard and fragile building site materials: roof tiles, clinker bricks and 
tiles, concrete paving slabs.

For cutting ceramic, porcelain tiles, terracotta, natural stones: limestone and 
marble.

For dry cutting of tiles or wet cutting of thick/hard tiles. 

For grinding and surfacing of general building material: concrete, natural stones,
pavings, �oors, ...
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Norton Bear Diamond blades  are designed for extended tough cutting of building materials, stone, tile, brick, asphalt, 
limestone, pipe, rebar etc.  They are available with different rim or edge con�gurations including segmented, continuous, 
turbo and ultra thin , they deliver exceptional speed of cut and long life.

Features:
- 8 mm segment, longer life
- Ring size �ts on all machines
- Premium diamond and metal bond for high speed of cut
- Dry and Wet cutting                          

Features:
- Continuous rim for precise cut on delicated materials
- Premium bond helps to reduced chipping of workpiece
- Only for Wet cutting

Features:
- Corrugated continuous rim with premium speci�cation
- Smooth and easy to use, great quality of the cut in a wide range of materials 
- Dry and Wet cutting 

Features:
- Ultra thin for fast cutting 
- Wet and dry, recommended to Wet for hard tiles   

Features:
- Wave design for a more aggressive and fast removal 
- Holes on the metal center for cooling and dust evacuation 

** Norton Bear Diamond Blades are available in 105, 115 and 180 mm ** 
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